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Top White House Cybersecurity Official Confirms Biden
Mental Decline

AP Images

James O’Keefe, founder of Project Veritas,
released a video on the O’Keefe Media
Group X page showing an undercover video
of White House Cyber Official Charlie
Kraiger.

According to Kraiger, the White House is
concerned about President Joe Biden’s
cognitive ability, but cannot publicly
acknowledge the concerns, saying, “They’ve
got to toe the line…. They know it. Of course
they do. But it’s the optics and like the
scandal I think they feel wouldn’t be worth
it…. I’m just telling you what I’ve heard, like
yup…. Does it make sense? No but that’s
what I’ve heard.”

O’Keefe recorded Kraiger confirming reports of Vice President Kamala Harris’ staffers quitting, saying
she “hemorrhages black staff” and “They quit on her en masse.” Kraiger confirmed concerns of Biden’s
mental decline, saying, “I don’t think he has that [dementia] clinically yet, um, but he’s definitely
slowing down,” and stated, “I think they need to get rid of him or get rid of her.”

Kraiger stated there were discussions about Democrats removing Harris from the ticket, but were
unable to “remove the first black lady to be vice president” due to the messaging they believe it would
send to voters.

The conversation included speculation about Michelle Obama running for office, with Kraiger stating he
didn’t believe she will run, saying, “I had a meeting with Michelle Obama at one point when I was an
intern and someone asked her, ‘Will you ever run for office?’ and she said, ‘No.’ Emphatically no. She
said, ‘I will never run for office. It does not interest me. I’ve seen how like’ she said it a lot more
eloquently, of course, than I’m going to say it, but she was like, ‘I’ve seen all this s**t my husband has
had to go through and that does not interest me.’”

O’Keefe questioned Kraiger on how he can work in cyber security for the White House and meet with
him, saying, “What does it look like to the American people that the cyber security specialist at the
White House is sitting across from the founder of Project Veritas? What type of cyber security operation
you guys running over there?”

https://x.com/JamesOKeefeIII/status/1752786076320600511
https://x.com/JamesOKeefeIII/status/1752786076320600511
https://nypost.com/2022/07/15/kamala-harris-staff-exodus-continues-as-top-adviser-speechwriter-leave-posts/
https://thenewamerican.com/author/dderidder/?utm_source=_pdf
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